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WELCOME TO 
TOKYO AUTO INSPECTION

TOKYO AUTO INSPECTION  is a private Japanese entity that carries out 
quality inspections on used vehicles and spare-parts. Since 2013, our team 
has been ensuring that vehicles leaving our inspection centres are 
roadworthy, up to standards and safe to drive.

At the moment, TOKYO AUTO provides private domestic periodic 
inspection services for Japan Engineering Company and Nishino Motors. 
We are also an authorized dealer for IYASAKA inspection equipment and 
machineries (see appendix K). As we continue to grow, we look to extend 
our services and perform pre-shipment inspections on road vehicles 
leaving the ports of Japan and Dubai, for government authorities to 
safeguard against the importation of stolen, environmentally unfriendly, 
corrosive and unsafe vehicles.

So, before you part with your cash, trust us to carry out all the safety checks 
for you, first!

An airbag is a very important 
vehicle safety device and is an 
occupant restraint system that 
could prevent deadly accidents, 
without this, a vehicle immediate-
ly fails inspection and is not 
cleared for export.



TOKYO AUTO INSPECTION research demonstrates that one of the main 
hidden risks to purchasing used vehicles is odometer fraud. We have 
inspected many domestic used vehicles with rolled back odometers. The 
good news is that we can prevent you falling victim to this kind of 
tampering, which could cost hefty sums with your insurance company or the 
disappointment of your vehicle valuing far less than you bargained for.

At TOKYO AUTO INSPECTION, we believe that quality is affordable when 
due diligence is used from the start to prevent costly repairs and 
misfortunes in the end. Our mission is to ensure that we protect the interests 
of our clients and that used vehicles leaving our inspection centres are 
thoroughly inspected.

NO NEED TO WORRY!
Our inspectors verify the conditions of the vehicle, 
compare the vehicle history report with the reading of the 
odometers, and if there is anything sketchy, we will find it!



Our commitment to you:
     Thorough inspections within 24hrs of request.
     Equipped inspection centers and qualified inspectors
     across Japan and Dubai ready to serve you.
     Fixed rates for used vehicle inspections- no hidden 
     extra costs.
     Quick response to all queries.
      Guaranteed confidentiality and impartiality.
      Free appointment and initial advice on your first 
     visit with no obligations on your part.

Company Vision
To provide a reliable service and quality assurance to our clients 
and customers through the use of the right tools, expertise and 
support.
Company Mission
To ensure that all used vehicles leaving our inspection centers 
are safe to drive, roadworthy and are in full compliance with reg-
ulations and standards.

Core Values

Trust & Integrity: : We look out for your best interest.

Quality: We strive for excellence and leave no parts unchecked.

Customer focus: We are accessible and there whenever you need us



Our team of highly experienced engineers and staff can:

Inspect your vehicle at one of our service locations, usually within 24 
hours of your request.

Conduct invasive and non-invasive inspections of the vehicle, some of 
these include checking the engine for corrosion and rust, confirming 
the reading of odometers, checking the quality of the tires, ensuring the 
windshield has no cracks and that wiper blade scratches are not 
obstructing the visibility of the driver.

Deliver to clients an original certificate of inspection on the day of 
inspection.

CAR INSPECTION 
SERVICES



Online at www.tokyoautoinspection.com
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TOKYO AUTO INSPECTION was founded in 2004 by Willy Ngoya who 
later steered the company to offering inspection services in 2013. 
His leadership is supported by a team of local and international 
staff. Our strength lies in the integrity of our team and our 
commitment to clients and customers.
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CONTACT
Our team is always on standby waiting to hear from you. 

All appointments and inquiries are handled from our head office.

TOKYO AUTO INSPECTION.
Head Office

Postal Code: 187-0045
2-10-1 Gakuen-nishimachi

Kodaira City, Tokyo
TEL: +81 (0) 42-313-4956
Mob: +81 803 380 6683

E-mail: ceo@tokyoautoinspection.com/
info@tokyoautoinspection.com

Kobe, Kyushu, Osaka-Western Japan
Sakura Services

Tele: 07-8862-1273
Postal Code: 920-0005

73 Takayanagimachi No8
Kanazawa City

Ishikawa, Japan

Central Japan
Centre Manager: Mr. Nakamura

Tele: 05-7465-7635
Postal Code: 389-0822

Kamiyamada Yasaka
Chikuma City

Nagano, Japan

MAIN INSPECTION CENTRES



Kanagawa, Tokyo, Chiba-East Japan
Centre Manager: Mr. Ota

Tele: 045-7720-733
Postal Code: 236-0002

4-10 Torihamacho
Yokohama City

Kanagawa

Clipper House
Tilbury RM18 7SG
United Kingdom

01375767890

Ironman 4W-Dubai
Offroad Centre
101 7-St, Dubai

United Arab Emerites
Telephone: +971-4333-6780

Our offices in the US are currently being set up and t
he locations will soon be added to our contact list in the coming month.

We look forward to
 serving you, right!

Willy Ngoya
Chief Executive Officer



TOKYO AUTO INSPECTION 
Head O�ce: 〒187-0045, 2-10-1 Gakuen-Nishimachi, 

Kodaira City, Tokyo, Japan
O�ce: +81-42-313-4956; Mobile: +81 803 380 6683

Fax: +81-42-313-4957
Website: www.tokyoautoinspection.com
Email: ceo@tokyoautoinspection.com / 

info@tokyoautoinspection.com


